Ultradian oscillations in plasma renin activity: their relationships to meals and sleep stages.
The 24-h pattern of PRA was studied in 6 supine normal subjects, and the relationship between sleep stages and PRA oscillations was analyzed using 18 nighttime profiles and the concomitant polygraphic recordings of sleep. Blood was collected at 10-min intervals. The slow trends obtained by adjusting a third degree polynomial to the 24-h data were not reproducible among individuals, and no circadian pattern was detected. Sustained oscillations in PRA occurred throughout the day. Spectral analysis revealed that PRA oscillated at a regular periodicity of about 100 min during the night. This periodicity was modified during the daytime by meal intake, which induced PRA peaks with large interindividual variations in size. A close relationship was found between the nocturnal PRA oscillations and the alternance of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-REM sleep. Non-REM sleep invariably coincided with increasing or peaking PRA levels. REM sleep occurred as PRA was declining or at nadirs. More precisely, increases in PRA marked the transition from REM sleep to stage II, whereas stages III and IV usually occurred when PRA was highest. This relationship between the periodic nocturnal oscillations in PRA and the alternance of the REM-non-REM cycles may translate a similar oscillatory process in the central nervous system or may be linked to hemodynamic changes during sleep that might be partly controlled by the renin-angiotensin system.